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ABSTRACT  Sodium  and  potassium influxes  and outfluxes have been studied 
in single isolated muscle fibers from the giant barnacle both by microinjection 
and by external loading. The sodiuminfluxes and outfluxes were 49 and 39 pmoles 
/cm2-sec  (temperature  =  15-16°C) respectively.  The  potassium  influxes and 
outfluxes were 28 and 60 pmoles/cm~-sec (temperature  =  13-16 °C) respectively. 
Replacement of external  sodium by lithium  reduced  sodium outitux  by 67 % 
but had no effect on potassium outflux. Removal of external potassum reduced 
the sodium outflux by 51%  but had  no effect on potassium outflux.  External 
strophanthidin  (10-30 #M) reduced sodium outflux by 80-90%  and increased 
potassium outflux by 40 % in normal fibers.  The time constant for sodium ex- 
change increased linearly with internal  sodium concentration,  as did the frac- 
tion of sodium outflux insensitive  to a  maximally inhibitory concentration  of 
external strophanthidin  in the range of 10 t6 80 m_M internal sodium. The stro- 
phanthidin-sensitive  component of sodium outttux  could be related  to the in- 
ternal sodium concentration by the following empirical formula: 
M  =  Na(0.96--0.0055  Na) 10  -n 
1.6 q- 0.096 Na  ;  (Na in raM) 
INTRODUCTION 
In  1963 Hoyle and  Smyth described the occurrence of bundles of extremely 
large  striated  muscle  fibers  in  the  barnacle,  Balanus  nubilus Darwin,  and 
shortly  thereafter  Hagiwara  et  al.  (1964)  demonstrated  the  feasibility  of 
introducing  materials  into  the  interior  of these  isolated  fibers  with  a  small 
glass capillary.  Since the use of large single cell preparations  avoids some of 
the difficulties of dealing with cell populations containing  multiple kinetic as 
well as histological compartments,  the barnacle fiber seemed to offer definite 
advantages for the study of ion transport in muscle with radioactive isotopes. 
The present studies were undertaken  to determine whether the fiber could, in 
fact,  withstand  the  manipulations  necessary  to  perform  such  experiments 
and  give  reproducible  results.  The  general  conclusions  from  this  work,  are 
that  the isolated barnacle  fiber is relatively robust and  has qualitatively  the 
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same  sort  of transport  properties  as  other  isolated  single  cell  preparations, 
although there are quantitative difficulties with the simplest interpretation of 
the  results  in  terms of separate  coupled  ion pumps.  Preliminary reports  of 
this work have appeared  (Brinley,  1966,  1967). 
The  major  advantages  of  the  barnacle  preparation  are:  (a)  size.  The 
average diameter of fibers used in this study was about  1300  u.  The usable 
length  of individual  fibers was  4-6  cm.  The  mass  of individual  fibers  was 
about 10 mg/cm. (b) number offibers.  There are about 60 fibers in each bundle 
of the depressor scutorum rostralis and depressor scutorum lateralis.  In favor- 
able preparations  about a  fourth of the fibers in the bundle can be isolated 
as single fibers if necessary. In rare cases only 1-2 fibers per bundle have been 
capable of being isolated. 
The major disadvantages so far encountered have been:  (a)  infoldings of 
the surface membrane. The  sarcolemma typically is  infolded forming clefts 
which may extend for  a  considerable length  of the  fiber.  On  examination 
with a  dissecting microscope the fiber surface appears  corrugated or lined. 
As  a  result of these clefts,  the surface area of a  single fiber is  substantially 
greater  than  the  geometrical  area  calculated  from  the  dimensions  of  the 
fibers. Furthermore the clefts make the longitudinal insertion of an injection 
capillary somewhat hazardous.  (b) The normal barnacle fiber does not propa- 
gate an action potential over its surface, nor will the fiber twitch except when 
stimulated  along  its  entire  length.  Therefore,  the  excitability  of the  fiber 
cannot be tested electrically by observing an action potential or a contraction. 
(c) Attachments to shell. The fiber attaches to the scutorum or tergum via a 
tendon  3-7  mm long.  The  origin  of the muscle,  however,  is  directly from 
the shell  without any discernible tendon  (Hoyle and Smyth,  1963  a).  Since 
removal of a  single muscle fiber from the barnacle with the shell attachment 
intact is extremely difficult, complete isolation of a  fiber requires that it be 
cut at the shell end.  Special precautions must be taken immediately to pre- 
vent a  contracture from forming at one end with subsequent spread  to  the 
entire fiber (see Methods). 
METHODS 
Maintenance  of Specimens 
Three species of  barnacles were used in this study: Balanus tintinabulum, Balanus nubilus 
Darwin, and Balanus aquila Pilsbry.  The major differences in these three species are 
in size, shape, and coloration of the shell and opercular plates.  Identification of  specles 
was  according to the description of Pilsbry  (1916).  The properties  of the  muscle 
fibers from the three species appeared to be identical. All material was collected in 
Monterey Bay, California, by the Pacific Biomarine Company and transported by air 
to Baltimore. Specimens were kept in a cold room in aquaria supplied with reeircu- 
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At the usual ambient water temperature (8-12°C),  the barnacles were dormant,  but 
survived for several months. 
Dissection of Single Fibers 
Preparation  of muscle  bundles was as described  by Hoyle and  Smyth  (1963).  The 
depressor scutorum rostralis was used most frequently because these fibers were more 
nearly circular in cross-section. A  bundle of many fibers with a  fragment of seutum 
attached to the tendonous end and a  piece of shell at the insertion was removed from 
the barnacle and placed in a Petri dish, the bottom of which was covered with a layer 
of paraffin darkened with carbon black to provide a contrasting background for view- 
ing the fibers. 
The tendon of a  surface fiber was cut free from the scutal attachment,  and pulled 
slightly to stretch the body of the fiber. The fiber was then dissected free of the connec- 
tive tissue which bound it to the bundle  by very gently cutting or tearing the strands 
of connective tissue with  the  tips of scissors. As noted  by Hagiwara et al.  (1964),  a 
fiber cut in a  saline media promptly develops a  marked and  permanent  contracture 
first beginning at the cut end and then spreading rapidly along the length of the fiber. 
Presumably this  results from the  spread  of injury  currents from the  cut end  to  the 
adjacent  surface  membrane  which  is  in  turn  depolarized  and  caused  to  contract. 
Efforts to insulate the end to be cut by dripping isotonic sucrose on the surface were 
unsuccessful  because  the  fiber promptly contracted  when  external  calcium was  re- 
moved (see also Zachar and Sajter, 1965). Therefore the following isolation procedure 
was adopted. The fiber was lifted up with forceps and cut in the air. Care was taken so 
that the cut end never touched the saline bath. The cut end was blotted by touching 
it briefly to filter paper. The fiber was then immersed to a  depth of about 5-10 mm 
in paraffin oil and finally laid on a  square of smooth filter paper covered with  saline. 
The oiled end of the fiber extended over the edge of the filter paper and lay on a  blob 
of mineral oil-vaseline mixture. The filter paper was well-covered with saline and the 
fiber actually floated on the meniscus. The precaution of floating the fiber whenever 
possible was important because the surface of the isolated fiber was especially sensitive 
to mechanical damage or abrasion and would respond  to such trauma with a  local 
contraction band. After isolation the fiber was left undisturbed for about one-half hr. 
Fibers left in this manner appeared to tolerate subsequent manipulations at the cut 
end including  cannulation  with less danger of producing a  contracture. 
Solutions 
EXTERNAL  SOLUTIONS  External  bathing  solutions,  radioactive  as  well  as 
nonradioactive,  were prepared as previously described  (Brinley,  1965).  The sources 
of  the  isotopes  used  and  the  specific  activities  were  also  as  previously  published 
(Brinley,  1965).  Strophanthidin  (Sigma Chemical Company) was added  directly to 
the saline solutions. Even the highest concentrations used (100 #x¢) dissolved completely 
after some hours of continuous stirring. Ethanol was not used as a solvent because the 
minimum practical amount of ethanol in which the strophanthidin could be dissolved 
gave a  final concentration in saline of about 8 rnM (0.05 % v/v). Although alcohol in 
this  concentration  has  been  used  without  ill  effect in  other  tissues  (Horowicz  and 448  THE  JOURNAL  OF  GENERAL  PHYSIOLOGY  •  VOLUME  5 !  •  i968 
Gerber, 1965; Glynn, 1957), it appeared to increase sodium outfluxes in the barnacle 
muscle fiber.  Ouabain  (obtained from the National  Bureau of Standards)  was also 
dissolved directly in the bathing saline. The composition of solutions used is  given in 
Table I. 
Injection Apparatus 
The procedures for injecting isotope into the fiber were essentially those previously 
described for squid axons (Brinley and MuUins,  1965). 
Significant modifications in design were as follows: (a) Use of a larger rnicrosyringe 
(Hamilton Co.  1 #1; 0.192 #l/era travel; plunger diameter,  150 #.) (b) Use of a larger 
injection capillary,  150 #  o.d.  (c) The cannulated muscle fiber was suspended in  the 
chamber so that about 5 mm of fiber immediately adjacent to the cannula tie hung 
in the air. This precaution reduced the chance of injury current flow from the tied 
end with consequent contraction of the fiber.  (d) The vertical motion of the micro- 
manipulator holding the entire injection chamber was converted into  a  potential by 
TABLE  I 
COMPOSITION OF SOLUTIONS USED 
Solution  Na  Li  K  Ca  Mg  C~-  SO~  Sucrose  Tris  pH 
mM  mK  ram  mM  m~  m~  m~  mM  mM 
Standard saline  465  0  10  25  8  533  4  0  5  7.4-7.6 
K-free saline  465  0  0  25  8  523  4  0  5  7.4-7.6 
Lithium saline  0  465  10  25  8  533  4  0  5  7.4-7.6 
Sucrose saline  0  0  10  25  8  68  4  725  5  7.4-7.6 
Rinse solution  0  0  0  25  0  50  0  780  0  7.0 
a  linear variable potentiometer which was connected to the X  axis of a recorder. The 
Y axis of the recorder received a voltage signal proportional to the potential at the tip 
of the injection capillary.  In this manner,  a  continuous plot of membrane potential 
could be obtained as the injection capillary was maneuvered down the length of the 
muscle fiber. 
Because the barnacle fiber is translucent rather than transparent,  visualization of 
the injection capillary when it was inside was rather difficult. Moreover, the internal 
structure of the fiber limited steering of the capillary during impalement.  For these 
reasons it was usually not possible to advance the injection capillary more than 15--25 
mm into the substance of the fiber before the capillary approached perilously close to 
the sarcolemma. The length of injection region was adjusted so that all such tracts 
terminated at least 10 mm from the cannulated end of the fiber. No matter how care- 
fully the injection capillary was advanced, the membrane potential as recorded at the 
tip of the capillary showed a  transient depolarization of 2-3 mv with each advance. 
The resting potential usually recovered, however, within a  few seconds after each ad- 
vance of the microdrive  was halted. This behavior suggested that the tip of the injection 
capillary was tearing structures that communicated with the surface membrane and 
thus shunted the membrane potential. The recovery  of potential could be interpreted 
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Movement of the injection capillary, whether during advance, or during the actual 
process of injecting material into the barnacle fiber generally produced no movement 
of the fiber surface discernible with the dissecting microscope. Occasionally, immedi- 
ately after an injection had been completed, a  transient contracture less than a milli- 
meter long and lasting 30-60 see developed in the injection tract. Such contractures 
were more commonly seen following injections of large amounts of sodium and were 
probably related to sudden osmotic imbalance in the fiber, although they may have 
been caused by traces of calcium present as contaminants in the injecting fluids.  If 
during any part of the injection procedure, larger or more permanent contractures 
occurred, the fiber was rejected. 
E~ux Experiments 
Use of the injection chamber for efl]ux experiments has been described (Brinley and 
Mullins,  1965).  Efflux samples were collected at  1 rain intervals.  Constancy of flow 
through  the chamber was  ensured by use  of a  peristaltic or syringe pump  which 
delivered fluid at selected  rates between  1.6-2.5 cc/min.  Temperature was  main- 
tained at ±0.5°C by flowing the fluid delivered by  the pump  through long  plastic 
tubes  immersed  in  crushed  ice.  Changes  in  bathing  solution  were  accomplished 
by moving the inflow tubes to the peristaltic pump from one reservoir to another, or 
by switching values. At the moment of transfer,  a  small air bubble was introduced 
into the tubes to separate solutions and prevent mixing prior to the entry of the solution 
into the chamber. Washout time of the chamber and all associated tubing on the out- 
flow side of the chamber was at least 90 % complete in 1 rain. Changes in the solutions 
bathing the fiber could be accomplished and outflux changes resulting therefrom could 
be monitored with a  time resolution  of about  2 rain when  desired. 
Effiux samples were collected in test tubes, spread on planchets, dried in an oven, 
and counted in a low background counter. At the end of the experiment, the fiber was 
rinsed for 3-5 rain with wash solution and  blotted on filter paper. A  small piece of 
muscle was cut from the center of the injected region, the limits of which were accu- 
rately known by reference to the graph traced out on the X-Y plotter. This segment 
was dried, ashed, and analyzed with a flame photometer to obtain the internal sodium 
and  potassium concentrations in the injected region. The total radioactivity in  the 
muscle was determined by combining the activity of the analyzed segment and that 
in the remainder of the fiber. 
Influx Experiments 
Isolated fibers were floated on filter paper with the cut end extending over the end 
and covered with a  vaseline-oil mixture as described. The saline on the filter paper 
was then replaced with appropriate radioactive artificial seawater by repeated addi- 
tions and removals of the radioactive fluid. After a  soaking period of 10-30 rain, the 
isotope was removed from the filter paper by flushing with copious amounts of non- 
radioactive saline for 5-10 n'fin. A central segment of fiber, well away from either end, 
was then cut out, blotted, weighed, and placed on a planchet with a few milliliters of 
distilled water.  Because of the large size of the fiber, simple leaching of the muzzle 
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pose. Some days later the planchet was dried in a well-ventilated room and counted. 
Aliquots of radioactive standards were similarly treated. 
Flame Photometry 
The preparation of samples and the apparatus used have been previously described 
(Brinley and  Mullins,  1965; Brinley,  1965).  Sodium and  potassium standards were 
prepared with concentrations within the range of expected analytical values. To reduce 
the effect of mutual  sodium and  potassium interferences  on  the  intensity  of flame 
emission,  the  sodium  standards  all  contained  the same concentration  of potassium 
calculated to approximate that present in the samples. The potassium standards con- 
tained an appropriate concentration of sodium. 
Calculations 
Influx  Infux was calculated from the following formula: 
(cpm in fiber) 
M~(pm°les/cm2-sec)  =  (specific activity of soak solution)(surface area)(time) 
A  backflux correction was made where appropriate (Keynes, 1951). 
E  fftux  Efflux was calculated from the following formula (equation 1): 
,v.  t~,  .  /  jazot~moles/cm2-sec  ~  -  Ci  X  V 
rA 
where z is the time constant for exchange and VIA is the volume to surface ratio. For 
cylindrical fibers VIA  =  r/2. For fibers of elliptical cross-section (equation 2) : 
~b 
V/A =  [1  b2  4E  ~  --~) 
where E  (x) is the  complete elliptical  integral  of the second  kind, a  and  b are  the 
lengths of the  semimajor and  minor axes respectively, r  was taken as  the following 
ratio: 
Residual activity in fiber q- radioactivity collected in effiux samples 
Initial outflux from fiber 
The outflux time constant at the end of the experiment was not generally calculated 
because most of the experiments were terminated with  the fiber in solutions which 
altered the outflux. The appropriate internal concentration, C~, should be that obtain- 
ing at the start of the experiment. In experiments in which the internal concentration 
had changed significantly during the experiment,  the initial  concentration was  cal- 
culated by adding to the final value experimentally determined  an  estimate of the 
change in concentration. This change, AC, was obtained by estimating  the net flux F. J. BvaNImy,  JR.  Sodium and Potassium Fluxes in Barnacle Muscle Fibers  451 
during the interval during which the concentration was changing and multiplying by 
the time interval. These corrections obviously depended upon the assumption made 
about unidirectional fluxes during the interval in question. However, because of the 
large diameter of the fibers employed, the absolute value of the correction was rather 
small, in all cases less than 20 % of the final concentration. These correction concen- 
trations also agreed well with independent data on the initial concentration, i.e.  (a) 
normal internal concentrations in uninjected fibers,  and (b)  internal concentrations 
estimated from known amounts of salts injected into the fiber. 
Although the efflux of an ionic species, expressed  as pmoles/cm~-sec,  is useful for 
comparing ion movement under various conditions, the variable actually measured 
experimentally is not flux, but rather the time constant for exchange, r. Since it will 
be shown under Results that the sodium outflux is a nonlinear function of sodium con- 
centration, it follows that the time constant for exchange must depend in some way 
on the internal sodium concentration. A  more direct measure of the concentration 
dependence of the outflux can therefore be obtained by analyzing the effect of  varying 
the internal sodium concentration on the time constant for exchange rather than on 
the efflux which is a derived quantity involving the sodium concentration explicitly 
as well as implicitly (in the functional dependence of the time constant). 
In this paper both the time constants as well as the calculated outfluxes are tabu- 
lated and plotted; however, the functional dependence of the sodium efflux on sodium 
concentration has been determined by fitting theoretical curves to the time constant 
data rather than to the fluxes. 
Potentiometric Measurements 
The equipment used for measurement of membrane potentials by microelectrodes was 
conventional and very similar to that described previously (Brinley,  1965). 
Some measurements of potentials were also  made by the injection micropipette. 
This procedure has also been described (Brinley and Mullins, 1965). 
RESULTS 
Membrane Potentials 
A  few microelectrode measurements were made of the membrane potential 
of barnacle  muscle  fibers  immersed in  the  standard  bathing  solution.  The 
results were: Eu  --  --68.4  ±  0.8  (15)  (temperature  =  13-180C)  and Eu  = 
-68.1  -¢-0.8 (5) (temperature  =  19-25°C).  Although the initial penetration 
of the fiber, as indicated by a  sudden large negative swing of the potential, 
was usually accomplished without difficulty, the recorded potential varied by 
as much as 5-15 mv as the electrode was advanced or withdrawn. The most 
stable potentials were recorded as the microelectrode was being very slowly 
withdrawn, and these potentials were averaged to produce the means given 
above. Occasionally stable potentials as high as 75-80 my were recorded but 
only when  the microelectrode was being advanced rather deeply in the in- 
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related to the large number of infoldings in the sarcolemma which could be 
easily  penetrated  by  the microelectrode even  when  it was  nominally  inside 
the fiber. The magnitude of the resting potential observed in the present study 
is considerably less  than some previous reports,  i.e.  -73.5  mv  (temperature 
=  20-22°C,  Ko  =  10 raM) (Hagiwara et al.,  1964,  Fig.  1) and  -74  to  -96 
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FIGUI~  1.  Effect of duration of rinse period on internal sodium and potassium concen- 
trations. The rinse solution had the composition specified  in Table  I. 
Inv. (Room temperature, Ko  =  8  m~) (Hoyle and Smyth, 1963 a), but rather 
close to the value  of 67.0  (temperature  =  25°C, . Ko  =  8)  reported by  Mc- 
Laughlin  and Hinke  (1966).  All  these  experiments  have  been  done  on  the 
same species of barnacles,  Balanus aquila or Balanus nubilus. 
The composition of the bathing solutions was very  similar  for all  four sets 
of experiments, except that the solutions used by Hagiwara et al.  (1964)  and 
Hoyle  and  Smyth  (1963)  contained  10  mM  HCOs-,  whereas those  used  by 
McLaughlin  and  Hinke  (1966)  and  in  the  present  work  were  buffered  to F. J. Bmr~a~v, JR.  Sodium and Potassium Fluxes in Barnacle Musde Fibers  453 
pH  7.6  with Tris.  This difference in  the bathing solution may explain the 
discrepancy in the data. 
1.  Internal Concentration of Sodium and Potassium in Sarcoplasm 
During the course of this work considerable data were accumulated on the 
internal  sodium  and  potassium  concentrations in  isolated  barnacle  fibers. 
The results agreed closely with those previously published by Hagiwara et 
al.  (1964)  but differed from data reported by McLaughlin and Hinke (1966) 
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Fzoum~ 2.  Sodium outflux from a muscle  fiber loaded with ~qa  by soaking in radio- 
active barnacle saline for 3  hr. The data scatter more than usual (compare Figs.  3,  4, 
and 8) because the counting rates were very low, less than 15 cpm for about haft of the 
samples. 
who found that the internal sodium in fresh isolated fibers of Balanus nubilus 
was 51-81  mmoles/kg H20. 
Since the internal structure of the fiber precludes extrusion of sarcoplasm 
by passing a roller along the fiber as has been done to remove axoplasm from 
giant nerve fibers, the fibers in this, as well as in the other, studies have been 
rinsed in a sodium-free media to remove sodium from the extracellular com- 
partments. To determine the extent to which the apparent internal sodium 
concentration might be  affected by the rinsing period  a  number of fibers 
from the same batch of barnacles were soaked for varying periods of time in 
isotonic sucrose containing  10 rnM CaC12 and then analyzed by flame pho- C~ 
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tometry for sodium and potassium. Fibers  placed in sucrose rinse solutions 
without calcium developed rapid,  severe,  and irreversible contractures.  See 
also  Zachar  and  Sajter  (1965).  The results  of  these "timed  rinse"  experi- 
ments, as well as those of all other experiments are illustrated in Fig.  1. The 
data show the following points: 
1.  The highest individual sodium concentration observed in 34 fibers was 
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FIG~  3.  Effect  of ];t]~  and/or pota~-~e  solutions on  sodium ou~lux.  In 
this  and subsequent figures,  some instability  of  the base line  occurs  in the samples im- 
mediately  preceding  and following  an  external  solution  change, because of  the  diificuIw 
of  maintaining uniform  flow  rate5  during the  solution  change. 
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27 rnM which is only about halt the mean value reported by McLaughlin 
and Hinke. 
The internal sodium declines roughly linearly with time for the period 
5-20 min. At longer times the loss of sodium may be much slower. At 
shorter wash times the loss of sodium appears to be more rapid although 
the data scatter badly. Presumably the more rapid loss of sodi:lrn during 
the early part of the washing curve reflects diffusion of sodium from the 
tortuous recesses produced by the infoldings of the surface membrane. o  g 
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3.  The internal sodium concentration obtained by linear extrapolation to 
zero time is  19 m~ or about 28% of the value reported by Hinke. 
4.  Three  fibers  from Balanus  nubilus  analyzed  at  the  same  time  as  the 
Balanus aquila  fibers were not obviously different in sodium and potas- 
sium concentrations. 
5.  The internal potassium concentration, which averaged about  120  mm, 
was unaffected by sucrose washes for as long as 30 rain. 
Further comment on the discrepancy will be reserved until the Discussion. 
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FxotraE 5.  Collected  data from Table II relating sodium outflux to internal sodium 
concentration in the range 10 to 80 mM/kg fiber. The solid line has been calculated 
according to equation 1 in the text. The relation between r and Nat was obtained from 
Fig. 6. 
Evidence  That Microinjection Does Not Alter Ion  Fluxes across the Membrane 
To determine whether microinjection per  se  affects ion fluxes, a  few fibers 
were loaded with ~2K and/or ~2Na by external loading before being mounted 
in  the  efflux chamber.  The  absolute size  of the  outfluxes  was  within  the 
range obtained for injected fibers. One of these experiments is shown in Fig. 2, 
where it can also be seen that the response of the sodium outflux upon chang- 
ing the external solution to potassium-free or strophanthidin-containing saline 
solutions is  about  the  same  as  for  injected fibers.  One  concludes  therefore 
that the longitudinal introduction of a  100-150/~ glass cannula does not alter 
membrane properties to an extent detectible with the present technique. F. J. BX~NLEY, JR.  Sodium and Potassium Fluxes in Barnacle Muscle Fibers  459 
Sodium  Outfluxes 
The  resting  sodium  outfluxes as  determined  on  injected  fibers  are  listed  in 
Table  II.  Those  fibers  in  which  the  internal  sodium  was  not  deliberately 
increased  by injection have been listed separately in Table II A.  The mean 
value for the "normal"  sodium outfluxes was 39 p/cs. I Equation  2  was used 
to calculate the surface area of the fibers from the dimensions given in column 
2.  Two experiments are shown in Figs.  3 and 4. 
A  number of other experiments were performed  to determine  the effect of 
an increase in the internal  sodium on the sodium out£1ux.  The largest amount 
of NaC1 injected inside the fibers was equivalent to raising  the internal  NaC1 
concentration  by about  80 mM.  If an  activity coefficient of about 0.7  is  as- 
2 
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FxotmE  6.  Relation between  7  and  Nat for injected barnacle muscle fibers between 
the range  10 and 80 n~/kg fiber. The straight line is a  least squares fit of the data and 
has been used to calculate the fluxes plotted in Fig. 5. 
sumed  for  the  NaCI,  this  would  increase  the  internal  osmotic  pressure  by 
about  130  milliosmols,  or  about  13%.  The  injections  of sodium  aspartate 
increased  the internal  osmolality somewhat more,  about 20%. 
The results of 19 successful experiments in which the sodium concentration 
was  raised  deliberately  are  given  in  Table  IIB  and  shown  in  Fig.  5.  For 
reasons  outlined  in  the  Methods section,  it was more useful to consider  the 
time constant for exchange rather  than  the outflux,  per se.  Fig.  6 shows that 
the  time  constant  increases  linearly  with  concentration  in  the  range  10  to 
80 rnM. In order to allow for the variation of time constant with fiber dimen- 
sions,  the "normalized"  time constant,  r  A/V,  has been computed in Fig.  6. 
These data  form  the basis  of an  empirical  relation  between outflux and  in- 
ternal  sodium concentration  which  will  be presented  in  the Discussion. 
Ideally the internal  sodium should be constant over the length  of fiber from which 
z p/es  =  pmole/cm2-sec. 460  THE  JOURNAL  OF  GENERAL  PHYSIOLOGY  •  VOLUME  5I  •  i968 
isotope is being collected. Although nonuniformity of specific activity will not affect 
the flux calculation, if the outflux is collected from the entire radioactive length of 
fiber, a nonuniform distribution of sodium concentration can produce an error in the 
calculation of outfiux, if it is  a nonlinear function of the internal sodium. The ideal 
design for this  experiment,  therefore requires  that  a  preliminary injection of non- 
radioactive sodium be made over a certain length of fiber, followed by a second injec- 
tion of radioactive material over a  sufficiently short and properly centered length so 
that radioactivity will not be distributed at the edges of the sodium-injected region 
where concentration gradients due to diffusion exist. 
Unfortunately a double injection procedure could not be used in the present experi- 
ments because the muscle fibers did not appear to tolerate multiple injections.  Since 
only a  single injection of ~Na with an amount of carrier calculated to raise the in- 
ternal concentration to the desired level could be used, the present results are in error 
due to the edge effect. Because of longitudinal diffusion, the mean sodium concentra- 
tion in the injected region will be less than the maximum concentration in the center 
of the injected region, from which the sample of fiber for flame photometric analysis 
was  taken.  These circumstances will cause the internal sodium concentration to be 
overestimated  somewhat,  and  the  data  points  for high  internal  sodium  should  be 
shifted to the left in Fig. 6. On the other hand, because of the nonlinear relation be- 
tween  sodium outflux and  internal  sodium concentration,  the contributions to  the 
efflux from the edges of the injected region will  be more than proportional to the 
concentration and therefore will combine to make r  somewhat larger than it really 
should be. Simultaneous correction of the data in Fig. 6 for these two sources of error 
will therefore move the points down and to the left. The over-all effect of corrections 
for longitudinal diffusion seems to minimize any change in the shape  of the curve 
shown in Fig. 6. A more quantitative estimation of this error has not been attempted 
since  the diffusion coefficient across  the  Z  disks  was  not known,  and  anyway the 
measurements  of resting  outflux and  strophanthidin  sensitivity were usually made 
within  20-40 rain after injection when the fraction of material which had  diffused 
beyond the nominal injected region was still small. 
2.  Effect  of Sodium-Free  Solutions  on Sodium  Outflux 
Removal  of the  sodium  from barnacle  bathing  solutions  either by substitu- 
tion of lithium for sodium or replacement of the sodium chloride by sucrose 
produced an abrupt reversible reduction in the sodium outitux. Replacement 
of sodium  chloride  by  sucrose  reduced  the  sodium  outflux  to  53%  of the 
control  value.  Replacement  of the  sodium  by  lithium  reduced  the  sodium 
outflux to 33%  of the control outflux. 
A logical extension of these experiments would have been to study the effect of external 
sodium removal on the sodium efflux from fibers in which the internal sodium had 
been raised artificially by injection. Seven such experiments were attempted without 
success because in each case the fiber developed a permanent contracture in the region 
of sodium injection within  3-4  min  after  the  external  sodium was  removed.  This 
effect was not related to the injection per se since it uniformly failed to occur in fibers F. J. BmNLE',',  JR.  Sodium and Potassium Fluxes in Barnatlt Muscle Fibers  46I 
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in which the injection of  NaC1 did not raise the internal sodium concentration. More- 
over the contracture in high sodium fibers  was limited to the region in which the 
internal sodium had been raised although, of  course, the injection tract extended clear 
to the end of the fiber.  Replacement of the external sodium chloride by sucrose as 
well as substitution of lithium for sodium served equally well to produce a contracture, 
hence the effect was most likely related to lack of external sodium and not to the pres- 
ence of lithium or sucrose. These contractures did not depend upon the nature of the 
anion injected since contractures occurred when the internal sodium was raised by 
injection of NaC1, Na2SO4, and Na~ aspartate. As shown in Fig. 7 the sodium outflux 
increased markedly as soon as the contracture occurred. 
In considering this effect,  it is important to realize that the sodium outflux was 
stable for about an hour prior to the occurrence of the contracture. Although not 
shown in Fig. 7, in numerous other fibers with high internal sodium exposure of such 
fibers  to strophanthidin reduced the sodium outflux markedly indicating that  the 
membrane remained sensitive to this agent. In two experiments prior to injection, the 
bathing solution around  the cannulated fiber was replaced  by lithium or  sucrose 
solution and  the fiber minutely examined with the  dissecting  microscope for  the 
occurrence of any localized contractures. None occurred. The fibers  also remained 
normal in appearance during the injection of 3 xi NaC1 (barnacle saline having pre- 
viously replaced the test solution). However,  1 hr later, when in the course of the 
experiment, a  sodium-free media was  placed in the chamber,  the fibers  promptly 
developed eontractures.  Contraetures developed in all cases in which the internal 
sodium was elevated above 40-50 m~. It seemed qualitatively as if more intense con- 
tractures occurred in fibers with higher internal sodium concentrations; however,  no 
tension measurements were made. 
3.  Effects  of Cardiac Glycosides on Sodium  Outflux 
The addition of the cardiac glycosides, ouabain and strophanthidin, to  the 
external bathing solution caused a  reduction in  sodium outflux that began 
within a  few minutes after application and was virtually complete within 20 
rain  (see  Figs. 3, 4,  and 8).  The effect, although prompt, developed with a 
half-time  (about 5  rain)  far longer than the half-time for  solution  changes 
within the chamber.  This consistent delay presumably reflects the  time re- 
quired for the strophanthidin to reach the locus of action, and was also seen 
by Bittar et al.  (1967)  in crab muscle fibers. 
Three preliminary experiments with 20  ~xi ouabain produced a  50% re- 
duction in sodium outflux. However, the aglycone, strophanthidin, was used 
exclusively in the remainder of the experiments. 
Because the inhibition of sodium outflux produced by the cardiac glyco- 
sides has been widely used as a  means of identifying ATP-energized sodium 
transport,  it seemed of interest to determine how the strophanthidin inhibi- 
tion might be affected by raising the internal sodium of barnacle fibers by 
microinjection. However, before such data could be obtained it was necessary 
to  determine  the  strophanthidin  concentration  necessary  to  produce  the F. J. B~aNra~x,, Jm  Sodium  and Potassium Fluxes in Barnacle Muscle Fibers  463 
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FZGU~Z 8.  Effect of various  concentrations  of external  strophanthidin  upon  sodium 
and  potassium outfinxes in injected  barnacle muscle fibers.  Strophanthidin  inhibition 
develops slowly at low concentrations; i.e.,  less than  I  /~.  Therefore the effects  shown 
at these low concentrations may not be maximal. Note the slight but definite effect on 
potassium outflux. The potassium counts were obtained by difference and were subject 
to rather large statistical  counting error. 
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maximum  inhibition of sodium outflux at elevated as well as normal  sodium 
concentrations,  since it is not a  priori obvious that the strophanthidin  sensi- 
tivity of sodium  outflux will  be the  same  at  different  internal  sodium con- 
centrations.  Fig.  8  shows  the  results  of one  experiment  in  which  the  effect 
on  efflux  of  increasing  concentrations  of  strophanthidin  was  determined. 
The  results  of five  such  experiments  are  summarized  in  Fig.  9,  where  the 
inhibition  of efflux produced  by strophanthidin  is  plotted  as  a  function  of 
external glycoside concentration.  It is apparent  that for the range of sodium 
concentrations studied (15 to 93 mM) the maximum effect of strophanthidin  is 
I00 ~ 
BO  75mM 
~  -  . 
.  40 
0.0t  0.1  I  I0  lOG 
Strophor, thidin  concentration  (~M) 
Fioum~ 9.  Collected data showing the effect of varying concentrations of strophanthi- 
din upon sodium outttux, expressed as per cent of unpoisoned outflux. The data shown 
for low concentrations, i.e. ca. 1 /as, represent minimum effects for that concentration, 
since the strophanthidin  might not have been applied for a sufficient time for the full 
effect to develop. A number of experiments have been included in which only a single 
concentration of strophanthidin was tested. 
produced at about  10 pM. The standard  concentration used in the remainder 
of the experiments was set at 30-40 pM on the assumption that this was suffi- 
cient to allow for variations in the strophanthidin  sensitivity of different fibers. 
Furthermore  it  was  less  than  the  possible  toxic  concentration  of  100  p~ 
which produced a  slight increase in outitux in one fiber. Very low concentra- 
tions seemed to have a  slower onset of action and  to require longer to reach 
a complete effect (see Fig. 8). Hence the values for per cent inhibition at low 
concentrations  may not represent the maximum possible effect. 
The fractional reduction in sodium outflux which strophanthidin  produced 
is plotted as a  function of the final sodium concentration  inside the barnacle 
fiber (Fig.  10). The results on three fibers poisoned with 20 ~  ouabain have 
been included for comparison,  but the least squares regression line  has only 
been put through  the data for strophanthidin-poisoned  fibers.  It can be seen F. J. B~Y,  J1t.  Sodium  and Potassium Fluxes in Barnacle Muscle Fibers  465 
that  this  glycoside reduces the sodium outflux to about  11%  of normal in 
fibers  with  low internal  sodium concentrations, whereas in  fibers in  which 
the internal sodium has been raised by injection, the strophanthidin-insensi- 
tire fraction is about 40% of the total. 
Since the outflux increases nonlinearly with internal sodium, the effect of 
increasing  the  internal  sodium  concentration  on  the  absolute  size  of  the 
strophanthidin-sensitive  component is  not  readily calculated from  Fig.  10. 
However, the data in Figs.  6  and  10 can be combined to give an empirical 
formula relating  strophanthidin-sensitive  outflux  and  internal  sodium  con- 
centration.  (See Discussion.) 
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4.  Effects o] K-Free, Na-Free,  or  Strophanthidin-Gontaining Seawaters Applied 
Simultaneously 
Early in the course of these experiments it was noted that no single means of 
altering the sodium outflux reduced it to levels consistent with the calculated 
passive  sodium outflux  (ca.  1 p/cs).  Accordingly several  experiments were 
performed using combinations of treatments to see whether any combination 
of such procedures would abolish  the active component of sodium outflux. 
The result of one such experiment has already been illustrated in Fig. 4. The 
general conclusion from these experiments was that strophanthidin produced 
a  greater reduction in sodium outflux than the removal of sodium or potas- 
sium, either alone or in combination. However, the inhibitory effect of stro- 
phanthidin could not be further increased by removing either potassium and/ 
or sodium from strophanthidin-containing seawaters. 
Sodium Influxes 
A  number of experiments on influxes were done by the external loading 
techniques as described in the Methods section. The results are compiled in 
Table  III.  The  entries  which have  all  been  corrected for  backflux  where 466  THE  JOURNAL  OF  GENERAL  PHYSIOLOGY  •  VOLUME  51  •  1968 
TABLE  III 
INFLUXES  IN BARNACLE MUSCLE  FIBERS 
Date  Dimensions  Mass  Soak time  Rinse time  M~"  M~n 
mg  rain  rain  pies  p / cr 
Temperature  =  22-23°C 
5/4/65-A  730)<730  6.7  30  10  50 
5/4/65-B  710X710  6.9  26  10  39  -- 
5/7/65-A  1375X800  17.6  30  I0  12  -- 
5/7/65-B  1174X875  16.1  36  10  14 
5/18/65-B  1353)< 1126  31.5  45  11.5  24 
5/18/65-C  1300X 1250  25.1  23  10  47 
5/19/65-A  925X925  15.8  20  11  23 
5/19/65-Q  800X800  10.8  21.5  10.5  45  -- 
5/19/65-1)  1500X 1300  19.8  19  10  75 
5/19/65-E  1125XI125  18.7  44  5.5  66 
5/19/65-F  1125)<1125  16.2  35  5.5  76  -- 
6/15/65-O  1000X 1348  10.4  20  10  ~  51 
6/15/65-H  --  13.5  30  7  --  54 
6/17/65-3  876)< 1123  --  16  9  --  53 
6/17/65-2  --  7.5  26  1  70  87 
6/17/65-5  --  13.7  41  8  62  70 
6/17/65-6  --  9.0  22  8  --  77 
6/18/65-2  --  11.0  34  9  48  50 
6/18/65-4  --  11.3  46  6.5  59  33 
6/18/65-5  --  10.8  43  6.5  58  23 
Mean -4- s,~t  48-4-5  554-7 
(16)  (9) 
Temperature  =  13-16°C 
4/19/66-1  1385  9.0  14  3  --  30 
4/19/66-3  1100  4.8  14  4  --  22 
4/20/66-A  1200  6.5  14  7  --  19 
4/20/66-C  935  4.3  15  4  ~  34 
4/20/66-E  752  3.9  15  5  --  32 
4/20/66-F  1370  6.1  15  5  --  26 
4/21/66-B  1135  11.1  17  5  --  28 
4/21/66-])  1236  14.1  13  5  --  30 
4/21/66-F  985  8.5  14.5  5  --  38 
4/21/66-G  1251  11.1  15  4  --  20 
4/21/66-H  1402  15.0  16  4  --  23 
4/21/66-J  1219  14.0  15  4  --  32 
Mean  -4- SEM  28-4-2 
(12) 
Temperature  =  10-12°C 
11/12/65-A  920  12.1  20  13  --  22 
11/12/65-B  1837  20.2  24  11  --  13 
11/12/65-C  1503  18.5  21  10  --  20 
11/12/65-D  1586  12.6  20  I0  --  9 
11/12/65-E  1553  13.6  20  10  --  11 
12/28/66-1  918  13.3  17  11  46  -- 
12/28/65-3  974  11.2  31  8  32  -- 
12/28/65 -4  1184  I0.5  25  9  55 
12/28/65-6  1072  13.6  26  7  79  -- 
Mean  -4-  ssu  53-4-9  15-I-3 
(4)  (5) 467 
[00 
necessary, average 49 p/cs. There was no significant variation of influx with 
temperature, as would be expected for a  passive flux; however, a  small in- 
fluence of temperature cannot be  excluded.  The  absolute value of flux  is 
probably too high, since there was no accurate method of correcting for the 
amount of tracer sodium remaining in  the interstices of the fiber after the 
arbitrary rinse periods in nonradioactive seawater. Taken at face value, the 
excess  of influx over outflux  (49-39  p/cs)  indicates a  net gain of sodium of 
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FtotraE  11.  Effect  of temperature  on  po- 
tamum influx in barnacle  muscle  fibers. 
about 10 p/cs. However, because of the large surface to volume ratio of these 
fibers, this amounts to only about 0.03 mM/min, or about a  doubling of the 
internal sodium concentration over a  8-10 hr period. 
Potassium Fluxes 
1.  POTASSIUlVl  OUTFLUX  The mean potassium oufflux in seven fibers with 
normal sodium and potassium internal concentrations was 60 p/cs. As indi- 
cated in the appropriate columns of Table II, this outflux was not affected by 
replacement of external NaCI by sucrose, or replacement of external sodium 
by lithium, or by removal of external potassium. (See Fig. 4.) One unexpected 468  THE  JOURNAL  OF  GENERAL  PHYSIOLOGY  •  VOLUME  51  •  x968 
but definite,  positive finding was a  modest increase in potassium outflux pro- 
duced  by  10-30  #M  strophanthidin  or  ouabain.  The  mean  effect  was  an 
increase of 40% with a  range of 0  to 75%  (see Figs.  4  and  8).  This effect of 
strophanthidin  in  increasing  potassium  outflux  is  in  sharp  contrast  to  its 
effect on  sodium  outflux,  which  is  reduced  8-10-fold  by similar  concentra- 
tions of glycosides. Because of the small size of this effect, it could not easily 
TABLE  IV 
EFFECT  OF  30 #u  STROPHANTHIDIN  ON  POTASSIUM  INFLUX 
(T  =  13-16°C) 
Influx 
Date  Sample mass  Sample  length  Soak time  Rinse time  Control  Strophanthidin 
mg  mm  rain  rain  p /cs  p /¢s 
4/19/66-1  9.0  10  14  3  30 
4/19/66-2  5.7  7.5  15  3  13 
4/19/66-3  4.9  7.5  14  4  23 
4/19/66-4  8.0  7.5  15  4  22 
4/20/66-1  6.5  7.5  14  7  19 
4/20/66-2  6.5  7.5  15  6  23 
4/20/66-3  4.3  7.5  15  4  34 
4/20/66-4  3. I  7.5  15  6  10 
4/20/66-5  3.8  7.5  15  5  32 
4/20/66-6  3.1  7.5  14  6  18 
4/20/66-7  6.2  7.5  15  5  26 
4/22/66-1  6.7  I0  15  5  15 
4/22/66-2  11.8  20  17  5  28 
4/22/66-3  11.8  15  14  3  26 
4/22/66-4  14.0  15  13  5  30 
4/22/66-5  9.5  10  14  3  26 
4/22/66-6  8.5  15  14  5  38 
4/22/66-7  12.0  15  15  4  33 
4/22/66..8  11.1  15  15  4  20 
4/22/66-9  11.5  15  14  4  19 
4/22/66-10  14.8  15  15  4  23 
4/22/66-11  10.0  15  14  5  18 
4/22/66-12  14.0  15  15  4  32 
Mean -4- s~.M  28:k2  20-4-2 
be quantitated  at low concentrations  of strophanthidin,  but a  slight increase 
in  potassium outflux was seen in  two preparations  at a  strophanthidin  con- 
centration of 1 #M. The effect of 10-30 #M strophanthidin  was not reversible. 
The  reversibility of lower concentrations  was not tested. 
2.  POTASSIUM  INFLUX  The potassium influx proved to be strongly tem- 
perature-dependent.  The relevant  data from which influxes were calculated 
are  given  in  Table  III  and  illustrated  in  Fig.11.  The  mean  influx  was  28 
p/cs at  15°C with a  Q10  of 3.8 over the range from  12 ° to 22°C. F. J. BRINIA~Y,  JR.  Sodium and Potassium Fluxes in Barnacle Muscle Fibers  469 
The effect of 30  #M strophanthidin on potassium influx was examined in 
11 pair of fibers taken from three different barnacles. The loading and rinsing 
times were kept as constant as possible, as was the temperature of both the 
loading  and  rinsing  solutions.  The  rinse  solution  was  normal  isotope-free 
barnacle seawater.  The results are given in Table IV, where it can be seen 
that strophanthidin reduces potassium influx to about  72%  of control at  a 
temperature of 13-16°C. 
DISCUSSION 
Internal Concentrations q  Sodium and Potassium 
The data  on internal sodium and potassium concentrations of normal bar- 
nacle fibers accumulated during the course of this work are summarized in 
Table V  where they may be compared with the mean values reported from 
three other laboratories. All the mean values for the internal potassium con- 
TABLE  V 
INTERNAL SODIUM AND POTASSIUM CONCENTRATIONS IN 
BARNACLE MUSCLE FIBERS 
Na  K  Speci¢~  Source 
mmolas/kg H~O 
21  157  B. nubilus 
51-81  143-168  B. nubilus 
21  150  B. nubilus 
B. aquila 
21  167  B. nubilus 
Hagiwara et al. (1964) Table 3 
McLaughlin and Hinke (1966) Table 2 
This paper 
Beaug6  and Sjodin (1967) Table 1 
centration agree within 10°-~. However, the mean values for sodium reported 
by  McLaughlin  and  Hinke  are  between  two  and  four  times higher  than 
those  obtained  by  others.  It  is  possible  that  the  rinse  period  in  isosmotic 
sucrose  (15  sec)  used by McLaughiin and Hinke did not remove all  of the 
sodium from  the  clefts  and  reticulum  of  the  fibers.  Such  a  circumstance 
would, of course, raise the mean tissue sodium considerably. Using their value 
for internal sodium activity  (0.10-0.14 mM/kg H20)  obtained with a  longi- 
tudinally inserted sodium-sensitive electrode, and the mean value for sodium 
concentration (21 mM/kg H20) obtained by Hagiwara et al. (1964), by Brinley 
(this paper), and by Beaug~ and Sjodin (1967), one can calculate an activity 
coefficient for sarcoplasmic sodium of ca. 0.5-0.6 which is not greatly different 
from what one might expect from a  mixed salt solution having the composi- 
tion  of sarcoplasm  (0.65--0.75).  The  consistency suggests  that  the  activity 
measurements and the analytical determinations refer to the same "compart- 
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Absolute  Size of the Resting Sodium  and Potassium  Fluxes 
The values for fluxes given in Tables  II  and  III were calculated from the 
dimensions of the fiber. As indicated in the Introduction, the clefts which run 
longitudinally along the axis of the fibers significantly increase the surface area. 
According to Selverston (1967)  the sarcolemmal surface area will be greater 
than  that calculated from the fiber dimensions by a  factor of at least ten. 
This circumstance would reduce the transmembrane fluxes to about the same 
magnitude as those reported for frog sartorius muscle. A  10-fold  increase in 
surface area also reduces the membrane capacitance, as reported by Hagiwara 
et al.  (1964),  to a reasonable level of about  1.5 #f/cm  2, and raises the mem- 
brane  resistance  to  about  20,000-30,000  ohm-cm  2.  Calculations  using  the 
constant field relations between tracer fluxes and  single  ion  conductanees, 
indicate  that  the  membrane resistance  should  be  somewhat lower,  about 
TABLE  Vl 
EFFECT  OF GLYCOSIDES  ON SODIUM  OUTFLUX 
Flux  Eleetro-  Pauive  Tissue  Reference  Inhibitor  Coneentra-tion  P.estingflux  main-  Residualflux  --ENs  --E  M  chemical  outflux 
hibited  gradient 
Frog  Horowicz and  Strophan-  1-10  4.5  20  0.9  67  92  159  0.1 
muscle  Gerber (1965)  thidin 
Squid  Galdwell and  Ouabain  10  70  17  11.9  34  60  94  1.7 
nerve  Keynes (1959) 
Barnacle  This paper  Strophan-  10-30  40  12  4.8  86  68  152  0.1 
muscle  thidin 
Crab  Bittar et al.  Ouabain  100-500  221  10-20  20-40  75  (est.)  52  127  0.1 
muscle  (1967) 
10,000-15,000  ohm-cm  2 (using the adjusted fluxes). However, in view of the 
approximations  in  such a  calculation,  the  discrepancy can hardly be  con- 
sidered serious. 
Effect of Strophanthidin  on Sodium  Fluxes 
Although  10--30 #M strophanthidin produced a  marked decrease in sodium 
outflux, the flux remaining was still at least 10 times larger than the expected 
passive outflux, based on flux ratio calculations. This result is in semiquan- 
titative agreement with the results on other nerve and muscle preparations 
(see Table VI). In assessing the physiological significance of this discrepancy, 
it should be remembered that in dialyzed squid  giant axons  (Mullins  and 
Brinley, 1967), the sodium outflux in the demonstrated absence of any energy 
source approaches very closely the theoretical flux ratio calculated from the 
electrochemical gradient, assuming independent ion movements. 
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phanthidin to abolish completely the sodium outflux: inadequate concentra- 
tion of applied glycoside and alternative energy sources. The first explanation 
for the present results can be excluded since the maximum sensitivity of the 
sodium outflux to external strophanthidin was specifically studied and found 
to be at  10-30  #M.  The possibility of a  second energy source,  insensitive to 
strophanthidin,  cannot  be  excluded  by  the  present  data;  however,  Bittar 
(1966)  has recently reported an extensive study of the effects of a  variety of 
metabolic  inhibitors  on  sodium outfluxes from crab  muscle,  which  should 
have inhibited most of the known metabolic pathways for synthesizing high 
TABLE  VII 
EFFECT OF GLYCOSIDES ON IN VITRO NA-K-ATPASE ACTIVITY 
Concentra-  Residual 
Source  Tissue  Inhibitor  tlon  activity 
#~  % 
Bonting et al.  (1962)  Choroid plexus,  brain,  Ouabain  100  0-4 
Fig.  1  lens, ciliary  1000  0 
body 
Post et al.  (1960)  Human RBC  Ouabain  100  20 
Fig. 4  1000  0 
Skou  (1960)  Crab  nerve  G-strophanthin  1000  20 
Fig. 13 
Skou  (1962)  Brain  Strophanthidin  50  10 
Fig. 9 
Skou  (1962)  Kidney  Strophanthidin  50  4 
Fig.  10 
Bonting and Caravaggio  Squid axon sheath  Ouabain  100  23 
(1963) 
Table 3 
Canessa  (1965)  Squid axon sheath  Ouabain  50  39 
Table 4 
energy compounds. None of the compounds used reduced the sodium outflux 
to a  level approximating the calculated passive outflux. A  third explanation 
for  the discrepancy between the strophanthidin-insensitive outflux and  the 
calculated  passive fluxes could be  that  strophanthidin is  not a  completely 
effective inhibitor of the cation-activated ATPase in vivo. The biochemical 
literature contains numerous reports, from a variety of tissues, which indicate 
that complete inhibition of the cation-activated ATPase cannot be obtained 
in many in vitro systems even with large concentrations of glycosides.  (See 
Table VII for some references.) Recent work by Glynn et al.  (1965) suggests 
that glycosides may be unable to reach all the enzyme sites even in membrane 
fragments incubated in vitro. These authors found that treatment of electro- 
plaque homogenates with 1-2 ~r urea increased the strophanthidin sensitivity 
from 88-93%  to 99-I00%,  suggesting that partial  denaturation opened up 
the protein structure sufficiently to permit ouabain access to more ATPase 472  THE  JOURNAL  OF  GENERAL  PHYSIOLOGY  • VOLUME  5I  •  1968 
sites.  Allowing for the tenuous nature of any generalization from studies on 
the behavior of in vitro  enzyme to  relatively intact membrane systems, the 
extent of strophanthidin inhibition in nerve and muscle seems in qualitative 
accord with that observed for the cation-activated ATPase in vitro; i.e., the 
inhibition is only about 80°~ complete. 
Effects of Strophanthidin  on Potassium Fluxes 
The effects of strophanthidin on potassium fluxes in barnacle muscle agree 
qualitatively with the effects which this agent produces in cephalopod nerves 
(see Table VIII) and with the conclusion that the potassium influx has a rela- 
TABLE  VIII 
ENERGY DEPENDENCE OF POTASSIUM FLUX 
Te~t flux 
Tissue  Test procedure  Control flux  Reference 
Emux (n) 
Sepia axon  0.2 m~ DNP  1.4  (4) 
Squid axon  Absence of ATP  1.4  (2) 
Barnacle muscle  10-30/~M  strophanthi-  1.4  (5) 
din 
Frog muscle  Strophanthin 0.1-2  1.2-1.4 
gm/liter 
Influx 
Squid axon  2  m~ CN  0.49  (4) 
Squid axon  2  rn~ CN  0.25  (4) 
Squid axon  Absence of ATP  0.67  (4) 
Barnacle muscle  30/~M strophanthidin  0.72  (11 ) 
Hodgkin and Keynes  (1955) 
Table 6 
Brinley  and Mullins  (unpublished 
data) 
This paper 
Harris  (1957) 
Caldwell  et  al.  (1960)  Table  7 
Sjodin and Beaug6  (1967)  Table 3 
Mullins  (1968) 
This paper 
tively small active component. There are, however, in the case of the barnacle, 
quantitative  inconsistencies in  the  data.  Since  strophanthidin  reduces  the 
potassium influx to 72~ of control, this implies that Er should be about 7 my 
more negative than E~, assuming independent movement of potassium ions. 
However, E~- calculated on the basis  of a normal internal potassium concen- 
tration of 125 moles/ks and a  water content of about 80%, yields a value of 
-66 my, which is so close to the measured membrane potential of -67 my 
as  to suggest either no active transport of potassium,  or a  very small com- 
ponent of active outward transport. In view of the incomplete knowledge about 
the action of strophanthidin on the membrane, and the possibility that the 
membrane lining  the  clefts  possesses  different properties  than  the  surface 
sarcolemma, it is perhaps excessively simplistic to expect predictions of the 
amount of active potassium transport based on inhibitor studies to agree with 
those based on a simple thermodynamic model. However, apart from experi- F. J. BRI~LEY,  JR.  Sodium and Potassium Fluxes in Barnacle Muscle Fibers  473 
mental error, there are two possible explanations for the discrepancy: either 
a single file movement of the magnitude found for Sepia axons (Hodgkin and 
Keynes,  1955, n  --  2.5);  or  unequal distribution  of potassium  within the 
fiber. If the potassium concentration immediately inside the sarcolemma were 
of the order of 220 m_M instead of the experimental value of 150 mM, then E~ - 
E~ would be about 7 mv. 
It is interesting that interference with the energy supply to the membrane, 
either by the use of inhibitors or directly by removing ATP, produces about 
the same increase in potassium outflux  in several species  (Table VIII).  Al- 
though other explanations are possible,  one of the simplest is that energy is 
required to keep the membrane permeability to potassium at a  fixed level, 
possibly by providing for continual synthesis of certain membrane constitu- 
ents which are responsible for the permeability barrier. Such an explanation 
would not suffice for erythrocytes since Glynn (1957)  has shown that in this 
preparation, glycosides reduce rather than increase the potassium effiux. 
The Effects  oJ Potassium-Free and Sodium-Free Solutions  on Sodium  Outflux 
Because of the  widespread use  of potassium-  and  sodium-free solutions  to 
identify and quantitate the size of sodium pumps in various tissues,  the effects 
of such solutions on the sodium outflux were investigated in the present study. 
In other tissues,  the reduction in sodium outflux in potassium-free solutions 
has been taken as a  measure of the magnitude of a  pump coupling sodium 
outflux to potassium influx. The reduction in outflux caused by sodium-free 
external solutions  has  been  ascribed  to  the  operation  of a  sodium-sodium 
coupled pump. Since a combination of potassium- and sodium-free solutions 
does not reduce the sodium outflux to the levels required by the flux ratio 
equation, it has been necessary either to invoke the existence of a third pump 
to make up the difference or to suggest the existence of experimental difficul- 
ties such as unstirred layers or partial diffusion barriers near the membrane 
which prevent the attainment of completely potassium- or sodium-free con- 
ditions at the external surface of the membrane. Unfortunately, the present 
results on the barnacle, even with the above reservations, do not permit a 
simple division of the sodium outflux into fractions which reflect the operation 
of separate pumps. 
The basic difficulty with applying such an interpretation to the barnacle 
muscle lies in the quantitative relations between the various fractions. Potas- 
sium-free solutions reduced the sodium outflux, on an average by 51% and 
sodium-free solutions reduced it by 67%.  These experimental findings can 
hardly be taken as evidence for two separate pumps, because such an inter- 
pretation of the data would account for more than 100% of the outflux. The 
discrepancy is  even  worse  if one  considers  that  the  observed  K-free  and 
Na-free effects are probably only partial because of presumed accumulation 474  THE  JOURNAL  OF  GENERAL  PHYSIOLOGY  •  VOLUME  5 !  -  ~968 
of sodium  or  potassium  on  the  outside  of the  membrane even  though  the 
bulk  bathing  solutions  are  nominally  sodium-  or  potassium-free.  Further- 
more,  it proved impossible to reduce the sodium outflux by more than 80-- 
90%,  by any combination  of strophanthidin-containing,  potassium-,  or so- 
dium-free solutions, which is contrary to the simple hypothesis that separate 
independently inhibitable  pumps  requiring  external sodium and  potassium 
transport sodium outward. 
Relation  between Sodium  Outflux and Internal Sodium  Concentration 
The data in Fig.  6 indicate that over the range 10 to 80 raM, the normalized 
time constant increases linearly with concentration. This linear relation  does 
not preclude the existence of the more complicated relation that is  implicit 
in  the  data  obtained  from frog muscle  (Keynes and  Swan,  1959;  Mullins 
and  Frumento,  1963;  Keynes,  1965).  The  proposed  "cube  law"  relation 
between outflux and  concentration implies  an  analytical  expression  for  the 
time constant of the form: 
r  =  Nai  +  K/Na,  2 
When a  value for K  of 4913  mM  8 (Mullins  and Frumento,  1963,  Fig.  8)  is 
used, it can be shown that a  plot of the data, over the range 25 to 80 m_u in- 
ternal  concentration,  is virtually indistinguishable from a  straight line  with 
positive slope,  although  the plot deviates markedly from linearity below 20 
rnM. This qualitative similarity in the extent of the linear range for time con- 
stant  vs.  concentration,  in  two  such  dissimilar  species,  frog  and  barnacle, 
may be related to the rather low internal sodium concentration in  the bar- 
nacle. Another qualitative similarity is  the electrochemical gradient for out- 
ward sodium movement. Although the chemical gradient  (56 log 450/15)  in 
the  barnacle  is  about  30  my higher  than  in  the frog  (56  log  120/10),  the 
membrane potential,  -67  mv vs.  -80  to  -90  my, is  10--20 mv less,  so that 
the over-all potential energy barrier to outward sodium movement may not 
be greatly different in the two species (see Table VI). 
The relation between time constant and  internal sodium observed in  the 
present  experiments was  also implicit  in  the data reported very recently by 
Bittar,  Caldwell,  and  Lowe  (1967)  for  isolated,  injected  muscle  fibers  of 
Maia.  When the  internal sodium was  increased  approximately  50-100  mM 
by injection of 5 u  NaC1,  the rate constant for etttux  (see their Figs.  1 and 5 
C) was markedly reduced. 
An increase of the time constant for sodium outflux with sodium concen- 
tration is not found in squid nerve fibers. Hodgkin and Keynes (1956) found 
little change in the rate constant for sodium efflux when the internal sodium 
of squid  fibers was  raised  by injection.  Sjodin  and  Beaug~  (1967)  also  ob- 
served little change in the time constant over the range 25 to  160 mm sodium F. J. Bamta~Y, JR.  Sodium and Potassium Fluxes in Barnacle Muscle Fibers  475 
in  intact  axons  in  which  the  internal  sodium  had  either  been  lowered  by 
stimulation  in lithium seawater,  or raised by stimulation in sodium seawater. 
Similar results have been obtained in both perfused and dialyzed squid axons 
(Canessa  and  Rojas,  unpublished  data;  Brinley  and  Mullins,  unpublished 
data)  in  which  the  relation  r  vs  Na~  was  obtained  on  single  axons  over a 
range of 10 to 200 mM. 
The relation  between the fraction  of sodium outflux sensitive to strophan- 
thidin  and  the  internal  sodium  concentration  (Fig.  10)  can  be  combined 
with  the  time constant data  to calculate  the absolute size of strophanthidin- 
sensitive  and  insensitive  sodium  outfluxes  as  a  function  of internal  sodium. 
When the relation  (equation 3): 
M(ot,oph. so=.) =  Mto~l (1  -- insens,  fraction) 
I00 
x 
~-  5O 
o 
total 
stroph,  sensitive  ~ 
I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
20  40  60  80 
No i  (mM/kg) 
Fmtm~ 12.  Empirical separation of sodium outflux in barnacle muscle fibers into stro- 
phanthidin sensitive and insensitive components, using equation 3 in text. This empirical 
relation is valid only over the range I0 to 80 mM/kg muscle. 
and  the empirical  relations  relating  r  and  the  strophanthidin-sensitive  frac- 
tion  of efflux to Na,  are used,  one obtains  (equation 4) : 
Na(0.96-0,0055 Na) 10  -11 
Mcst~oph. ,o**.) ----  1.6 +  0.096 Na  (Na in mM) 
This  purely empirical  expression  is valid only between the limits  10 and  80 
mM Na¢,  and  is not based on any theoretical  assumptions  about the mecha- 
nism  of sodium extrusion  in barnacle  fibers. The various fractions of sodium 
outflux,  calculated  from  this  expression,  are  plotted  in  Fig.  12.  The  stro- 
phanthidin-sensitive  outflux  is  clearly  a  nonlinear  function  of the  internal 
sodium  concentration  and  saturates  at  high  Na,.  This  is  the  same  general 
type of relation  between sodium outflux and  internal  sodium that  has been 
demonstrated  for both red cells and  frog muscle and  which is considered  to 476  THE  JOURNAL  OF  GENERAL  PHYSIOLOGY  •  VOLUME  51  •  t968 
represent "active" sodium pumping. The curve in Fig.  12 actually indicates 
that the strophanthidin-sensitive outflux declines somewhat at internal sodium 
concentrations higher than about 40  rnM/kg.  Although there is no a  priori 
reason why the outflux cannot show this behavior, the most probable explana- 
tion is  a  combination of experimental errors in  both  the  time constant  vs. 
Na~, and the strophanthidin-sensitive fraction vs. Na~. A further explanation 
is that the transport mechanisms are partially damaged by the unphysiological 
osmotic pressures and ionic concentrations attendant upon the injections of a 
large amount of sodium salts. 
In the case of the barnacle muscle fiber, as in other tissues,  the strophan- 
thidin-insensitive fraction even at low Na~, is far too large to be simply passive 
outflux.  Furthermore,  it  cannot  be  ascribed  to  either Na-Na-  or  Na-K- 
coupled pumps,  for reasons discussed in earlier paragraphs.  Possibly  some 
transport sites might be accessible to an inhibitor other than strophanthidin, 
such as ethacrynic acid.  Such differential sensitivity to inhibitors has  been 
used in red blood cells as the basis of an operational division of transport into 
multiple components  (Hoffman and Kregenow,  1966). 
Received  for publication 12 October 1967. 
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